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Site-specific chemical reactions following core excitation of poly-共methyl methacrylate兲 共PMMA兲
and poly-共isopropenyl acetate兲 共PiPAc兲 thin films were investigated. New x-ray absorption spectra
of PMMA and PiPAc at the C and O K edges and theoretical spectra within the framework of density
functional theory using model molecules were reported, and some new peak assignments were
proposed for these spectra. Core-hole excited state molecular dynamics simulations were performed
to discuss dissociation dynamics for the target systems, and some specific reaction mechanisms were
discussed and explained theoretically; for example, the amount of CH3 ion fragments for PMMA
was enhanced at the C and O K edges through the existence of the repulsive *共O – CH3兲 excited
state. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2176605兴
I. INTRODUCTION

To control the scission of a specific chemical bond is one
of the dreams of chemists. In mid-1980s, a site-specific
chemical reaction induced by soft x-ray radiation was suggested by Eberhardt et al.1 Following their pioneering work,
many investigations have been reported about characteristic
chemical reactions such as specific chemical bond scission
and molecular elimination by soft x-ray radiation, which
could not be observed by valence excitation.1–13 Several reaction mechanisms following core excitation have been
proposed.14–18 Except for some special cases, such as the
two-step bond scission mechanism deduced from angular
correlations in molecular Auger decay of CO after C共1s兲
excitation,19 it is believed that these chemical reactions proceed successively under three processes:20–22 共1兲 photoabsorption, 共2兲 energy relaxation, among which the Auger decay process is dominant for lighter elements,23 and 共3兲 bond
dissociation 共chemical reaction兲. By tuning the excitation energy in the photoabsorption, the initial states of the reaction
can be selected. The core electrons are localized on an atom,
and the core-excitation energy reflects the surrounding
chemical environment of the atom. The excitation energy
thus depends on the position of the atom in the molecule;
with high resolution spectroscopy, a specific atom can be
selectively core excited. The relaxation processes after the
core excitation are also expected to be site specific. Because
the core hole is localized the electrons participating in the
Auger decay should be located near the core hole. A specific
chemical bond will then become weakened through decay of
electrons from valence orbitals which contribute to that
bond.7,24,25
The core hole, furthermore, depending on the atomic
a兲
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species, has a lifetime of a few femtoseconds. Since the effect of the core hole on the valence electrons can be described through the equivalent core or Z + 1 approximation
where the reduced screening is modeled by increasing the
nuclear charge by one unit, we can expect that core ionization and excitation will lead to a change in geometry. If the
induced gradient is sufficiently strong we can expect that the
Auger final state configurations will be different from the
initial ground state and thus not representative of configurations probed by photoexcitation in the valence region.26,27
Although we cannot control such a decay process, the coreexcited state, which induces the specific Auger decay, weakening one or some specific chemical bonds, can be selected
by tuning the photon energy. Thus it is important to examine
the character of the excited state and the decay process as
basis for a discussion of state specificity and site selectivity
in the chemical reaction following the core excitation. In
order to explore the reaction mechanisms experimentally,
various multicoincidence techniques, such as photoelectronphotoion coincidence3 共PEPICO兲 and Auger electronphotoion coincidence 共AEPICO兲 techniques,10 have been developed both for surface adsorbed and gas phase systems.
In several studies of chemical reaction following core
excitation stimulated by the initial papers the poly-共methylmethacrylate兲 共PMMA兲 thin film has provided a typical example for which significant core-excitation-induced sitespecific chemical reactions have been observed. Tinone
et al.13 and Tanaka et al.20 showed that the amount of dissociated fragments could be varied by tuning the photon energy
at the C and O K edges. For instance, at the O K edge,
enhancement of CH+3 ion desorption was detected when the
excitation photon energy was around 532 eV, while enhancement of OCH+ ion desorption as decomposition product of
the parent ion OCH+3 was detected around 540 eV. In subse-
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quent studies by the same group, site-specific bond scission
to yield CH+3 ions was also reported using the AEPICO
technique.6,8
In those papers, the importance of the repulsive character of the core-excited state and of the repulsive two-hole/
one-electron Auger final state was emphasized while determining the scission of specific chemical bonds. However, the
peaks in the PMMA x-ray absorption 共XA兲 spectrum have
not been unambiguously assigned. As another motivation for
the present study, site-specific chemical reactions around the
ether O atom have also been observed for poly-共isopropenylacetate兲 共PiPAc兲 thin films at the O K edge, which is a structural isomer of PMMA.28 Contrary to PMMA, the COCH+3
ion yield was increased, while that of OCOCH+3 ion was
unaffected by variations in the excitation energy. These differences in the reactivity between PMMA and PiPAc are still
not understood. One of our objectives is thus to analyze the
reaction mechanism for these kinds of polymers from a theoretical viewpoint. Furthermore, the XA spectrum of PiPAc
at the C K edge has not been reported previously. In order to
understand in a systematic way the reactivity of PMMA and
PiPAc after core excitation, it is important to specify the peak
positions and assign the XA spectra. The second objective is
to compute the XA spectra of PMMA and PiPAc at the C and
O K edges to compare the theoretical spectra using model
molecules with the new experimental data.
Previously, we have reported theoretical investigations
of the reaction mechanism for site-specific chemical reactions following core excitation for a series of methylcyano
esters and ketones using ab initio molecular orbital 共MO兲
and density functional theory 共DFT兲 calculations.24,25,29 In
those papers, the molecular size dependence of chemical reaction following core excitation could be explained theoretically for methylcyano esters and ketones, i.e., the ion yield
depends on the distance from the excited atom. Sako et al.
have previously discussed the reaction mechanisms for
PMMA thin films after Auger decay using a model
monomer,7 and suggested the importance of Auger final
states which have holes in the bonding orbitals of the chemical bond which undergoes scission. In the present paper, we
concentrate the discussion on the assignment of XA spectra
and the influence of the dynamics on the reaction mechanism
in the core-hole state.
Recent development of theoretical approaches in the
field of inner-shell excitations is remarkable. Typical molecules that are of experimental interests for site-specific
chemical reactions following core excitation are too large for
calculations of the excited states using molecular ab initio
calculations based on the configuration interaction 共CI兲 or
the symmetry adapted cluster-configuration interaction
共SAC-CI兲 methods.30 In this case the transition potential
共TP兲 DFT-based31 method offers a good alternative technique
to compute core-excited photoabsorption spectra. This procedure has been widely applied to systems ranging from relatively small molecules in the gas phase31–33 to large systems
such as surface adsorbed molecules using cluster models34
and to models of liquid water and ice.35,36
In the present study, theoretical calculations of XA spectra using the DFT-TP methodology were performed in order
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FIG. 1. Model molecules of poly-共methyl methacrylate兲 共PMMA兲 共left兲 and
poly-共isopropenyl acetate兲 共PiPAc兲 共right兲. 1 and 3 correspond to X = H and
2 and 4 correspond to X = CH3.

to examine the character of the excited states and to discuss
the reactivity of PMMA and PiPAc at the core-excited level.
We focus especially on bond scission in the core-hole state
although most of the dissociation processes after core excitation depend on the dynamics on the potential energy surface of the Auger final states. However, it is important to
trace the successive processes step by step and the initial
dynamics in the core-hole state preceding the Auger decay
leading to the final valence ionized and excited state provides
an essential difference compared to an excitation to the same
electronic configuration by direct photoionization.
II. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

Two kinds of molecular models were used to represent
the PMMA and PiPAc polymers. The main chain of model
molecules 1 and 3 was terminated by two hydrogen atoms,
and that of model molecules 2 and 4 was terminated by two
methyl groups. Geometry optimization for these model molecules 共see Fig. 1兲 were performed using GAUSSIAN 98 共Ref.
37兲 at the MP2/cc-pVDZ level of approximation. The XA
spectra depend on the chemical environment around an excited atom.38 In the present study, model molecules 2 and 4
were used to produce XA spectra theoretically and 1 and 3
were used to investigate the reaction mechanism of ion desorption.
The detailed computational procedure has already been
described elsewhere.31,32,39 In short, the theoretical XA spectra were generated by the TP method40,41 in combination with
a double basis set technique.42 The orbitals for the molecule
were determined using a good quality molecular basis set
with a half-occupied core orbital at the ionization site. The
orbitals for the excited electron were then obtained by diagonalizing the Kohn-Sham matrix built from the former density
in a basis set extended by a large set of diffuse basis functions 共150–400 functions兲 centered on the excited atom. The
obtained orbital energies and computed transition moments
provide a representation of the excitation energies and associated intensities in the theoretical spectrum.
The TP calculation gives most of the relaxation effect
upon core ionization and provides a single set of orthogonal
orbitals for the spectrum calculation. The DFT-TP calculation of the spectrum corresponds to the static exchange
共STEX兲 approach43,44 and thus neglects the relaxation effects
on the molecular ion core on adding the excited electron.
This effect is largest for the valencelike * excitations and,
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therefore, these states are computed with fully relaxed
⌬Kohn-Sham 共⌬KS兲 calculations. In order to determine the
absolute energy position of the excited states, ⌬KS calculations, i.e., allowing full relaxation of the fully ionized corehole state, were performed to compute the relaxed ionization
potential 共IP兲 energy. The core-excited states were variationally determined with maintained orthogonality between the
excited states through the following procedure. The first excited state was obtained by fixing the occupation of the core
spin-orbital to zero and placing the excited electron in the
first unoccupied orbital. A full relaxation with this constraint
leads to a state that is near orthogonal to the ground state due
to the 1s−1 configuration. The next state was then obtained by
removing the variationally determined excited orbital from
the variational space and occupying the next level. This procedure gives a variational lower bound to the energy and
guarantees orthogonality between the excited states since all
the remaining orbitals now have to be orthogonal to the successively defined and eliminated levels.32 The corresponding
peaks in the energy-shifted TP spectrum have been shifted to
include the additional relaxation effects obtained from these
specific ⌬KS excited state calculations. Relativistic effects
on the IP of 0.08 eV for the C K edge and 0.33 eV for the O
K edge33 were added to produce the overall shift of the spectrum. In the ⌬KS and TP calculations the noncore-excited C
or O atoms were described by effective core potentials
共ECPs兲.45 This simplifies the definition of the core-hole state,
since the use of an ECP description eliminates the 1s level of
the atom to which it is applied. This is very helpful in corehole calculations for an atom, which is not the only one of its
kind in the studied molecule. The ECPs introduce insignificant effects on the computed spectrum.
In order to obtain an improved representation of relaxation effects in the inner orbitals, the ionized center was
described by the IGLO-III basis of Kutzelnigg et al.46 In the
spectrum calculations a large 关19s 19p 19d兴 diffuse eventempered augmentation basis set centered on the ionization
site was added; it is employed only in the last step of the
calculation when the orbitals for the excitations have to be
generated. The spectrum was generated by a Gaussian convolution of the discrete spectrum with varying broadenings.
For the region below the ionization threshold the broadening
关full width at half maximum 共FWHM兲兴 was 0.7 eV at the C
K edge and 1.0 eV at the O K edge; for the next 12 eV the
FWHM was linearly increased up to 4.0 eV. The stability of
the convoluted spectra with respect to the augmentation basis
was investigated by extending the augmentation basis to include the excitation basis also on the nearest neighbors.
The ground state geometry does not necessarily correspond to the optimum geometry of the core-excited state and
we can expect that, during the core-hole lifetime, the system
will begin to move towards the excited state minimum
geometry.26 In order to examine this effect on the core-hole
state, the DFT level molecular dynamics 共MD兲 simulations
were performed on the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy
surfaces of the core-excited states of PMMA and PiPAc at
the C and O K edges; the forces were obtained from the
47
STOBE molecular local basis set code. The three lowest
resonant excited states were examined, since the lower exci-
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tation states are of importance to the bond scission of CH3
ions from PMMA, which is the most interesting ion desorption reaction in these polymers. The MD simulations were
started with the nonvibrating molecule in the ground state
equilibrium geometry at 0 K. We model the excitation in the
sudden approximation, i.e., the excited state dynamics is initiated at the ground state equilibrium geometry. A long time
step, ⌬t, of 1 fs was used. Although this may seem too long
as time step in the MD simulation, tests with shorter time
steps indicate that the induced numerical errors were very
small over the 20 fs simulated. The Verlet algorithm was
used as integrator of the equations of motion. The simulations were run for 20 fs, which is sufficiently long for our
objective since the short core-hole lifetime, 3 – 6 fs, for the
second-row elements ensures that most core-excited states
will have decayed within this time.
All DFT calculations were performed with the gradientcorrected Perdew and Wang exchange-correlation functional.48 All DFT calculations for the XA spectra and dynamics were performed at the gradient-corrected DFT level using
the STOBE-DEMON program.47
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Measurements of XA spectra of PMMA and PiPAc at the
C and O K edges were performed on the soft x-ray beam line
BL-13 at HiSOR of Hiroshima University. Thin films of both
samples were prepared by spin casting on Au coated Si共100兲
substrates. The pressure of the experimental chamber was
kept at the 10−10 Torr range. The XA spectra were obtained
by measuring a sample drain current 关total electron yield
共TEY兲兴 and corrected for fluctuations in synchrotron radiation 共SR兲 light intensity. All measurements were performed
with the spectral resolving power 共E / ⌬E兲 of about 1500 and
1000 at the C and O K edges, respectively. Photon energy
was calibrated by the intense * resonance of highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite49 共HOPG兲 and Rydberg transitions of gaseous CO2,50 and positions of resonant states measured for
PMMA and PiPAc were reassigned. During the measurements, no effects of irradiation damage of the samples were
observed.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. XA spectra of PMMA and PiPAc

We begin by discussing the computed C K edge XA
spectra of PMMA shown in Fig. 2. The summed spectrum
for the five distinct carbon atoms in a monomer unit 共model
molecule 2兲 and the experimental spectrum are shown, and
the proposed peak assignments are listed in Table I. The
correspondence between experiment and our theoretical values is rather good. We would like to describe some specific
peaks of the spectra. A shoulder of the summed spectra at
287.2 eV 共Fig. 2兲 is assigned to C4 or C5 → *共C – H兲, which
is mainly related to the main chain carbons. This peak was
previously assigned to a C4 or C5 → *共C – C兲 excitation, but
a more recent experiment has given a modified assignment as
due to a C → *共C – H兲 excitation.51 A sharp main peak at
287.6 eV is assigned to C1 → *共C v O兲. The first peak at
288.4 eV is also assigned to a *共C v O兲 excitation from C2
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FIG. 2. Theoretical and experimental XA spectra of PMMA at the C K edge.
The assignments of some peaks are also shown.

experimentally; however, since the intensity of this excitation is relatively smaller than that from C1, this peak becomes a shoulder in the summed spectrum of calculation. It
should be noted that the excited state assigned to C2
→ *共O – CH3兲 is found at 288.9 eV, which is a slightly

higher energy than the main peak of the summed spectrum.
Other broad structures are assigned as follows: a small peak
at 290.0 eV is assigned to C2 → *共C – H兲, a broad peak
around 292 eV is assigned to C1 → *共C – C兲, and broad
structures in the continuum around 296 and 303 eV are considered as mainly arising from C1 → *共C – OCH3兲 and
*共C v O兲, respectively. The computed ionization thresholds
for each carbon are also shown in the same table.
In Fig. 3 we show the computed C K edge XA spectrum
of PiPAc obtained using model molecule 4 and the proposed
peak assignments are included in Table I. PMMA and PiPAc
are structural isomers differing only in the position of an
ether O atom and a C v O functional group. Since PiPAc and
PMMA contain the same functional groups we expect that
the spectra should be similar as is also found by comparing
the shape of the summed spectrum for PiPAc with that of
PMMA, but there are some differences induced by the different chemical environments. A shoulder in the main peak at
287.1 eV is assigned to C3 and C5 → *共C – H兲 excitations.
The intensity of the main peak at 287.9 eV, assigned to a
C1 → *共C v O兲 excitation, becomes relatively smaller in PiPAc. Contrary to the case of PMMA, however, no excited
state of *共C – CH3兲 character, which is expected to contribute to methyl ion desorption, could be found in the PiPAc
spectrum. Note that an excited state that is assigned to a
C3 → *共C – OCOCH3兲 excitation exists at 288.9 eV, suggesting that it may be possible to selectively cleave a C–O
chemical bond of PiPAc through inner-shell excitation. A

TABLE I. Photon energies and assignments for the peaks calculated and observed in the excitation of PMMA
and PiPAc thin films at the C K edge.
Expt.a

Calc.
Energy 共eV兲

Assignment

287.2
287.6
288.9
290.0
290.8
291.2
292.4
292.7
294.2
296
303

*共C – H兲共C4,5兲
*共C v O兲共C1兲
*共O – CH3兲共C2兲
*共C – H兲共C2兲
IP共C4,5兲
IP共C3兲

287.1
287.9
288.9
289.2
290.8
291.4
292.0
292.4
294.4
297
303

*共C – H兲共C3,5兲
*共C v O兲共C1兲
*
 共C – OCOCH3兲共C3兲
*共C – H兲共C2兲
IP共C4,5兲
IP共C3兲

Energy 共eV兲
PMMA
287.7
288.4
288.8
290.0

Assignment

*共C – H兲 / Rydberg
*共C v O兲共C1兲
*共O – CH3兲共C2兲
*共C – H兲共C2兲

292.5

*共C – C兲共C3,4,5兲

296.0
303

*共C – OCH3兲共C1兲, *共C – C兲共C3,4,5兲
*共C v O兲共C1兲

IP共C 兲
IP共C1兲
2

PiPAc
287.7
288.6
288.7
289.8

*共C – H兲 / Rydberg
*共C v O兲共C1兲
*
 共C – OCOCH3兲共C3兲
*共C – H兲共C2兲

293.2

*共C – C兲共C4,5兲

297.1
303.3

*共C – C兲共C4,5兲, *共O – COCH3兲共C1兲
*共C v O兲共C1兲

IP共C2兲
IP共C1兲

a

This work.
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TABLE II. Photon energies and assignments for the peaks calculated and
observed in the excitation of PMMA and PiPAc thin films at the O K edge.
Expt.a

Calc.
Energy 共eV兲

Assignment

532.1
535.2
535.8
537.5
538.7
540.5
546

*共C v O兲共O2兲
*共C v O兲共O1兲
*共O – CH3兲共O1兲
IP共O2兲
IP共O1兲

Energy 共eV兲

Assignment

PMMA

531.9
534.6
535.3
536.3
537.5
538.7
541
548

FIG. 3. Theoretical and experimental XA spectra of PiPAc at the C K edge.
The assignments of some peaks are also shown.

532.3
535.0
536.4

*共C v O兲共O2兲
*共C v O兲共O1兲
*共O – CH3兲共O1兲

540.3
547.6

*共C – OCH3兲共O1兲
*共C v O兲共O2兲

PiPAc
*共C v O兲共O2兲
532.3
*共C v O兲共O1兲
534.8
*共C – OCOCH3兲共O1兲
536.8
Rydberg共O1兲
IP共O2兲
IP共O1兲
541.6
547.6

*共C v O兲共O2兲
*共C v O兲共O1兲
*
 共C – OCOCH3兲共O1兲

*共O – COCH3兲共O1兲
*共C v O兲共O2兲

a

This work.

small shoulder at 289.2 eV is assigned to C →  共C – H兲 excitation. The broad structures in the continuum around 297
and 303 eV are also reproduced theoretically and are considered as mainly arising from C1 → *共O – COCH3兲 and
*共C v O兲, respectively. Ionization thresholds for each carbon are also shown in the table.
The computed O K edge XA spectra of PMMA using
model molecule 2 are shown in Fig. 4. The first sharp peak at
532.1 eV is assigned to O2 → *共C v O兲, in agreement with
the experimental assignment. The second peak at 535.2 eV is
assigned to O1 → *共C v O兲. This peak has been assigned to
O2 → *共C – OCH3兲 experimentally13 however, from our calculations we cannot find any significant contributions from
O2 excitations to *共C – OCH3兲 that could contribute to
chemical bond breaking. Similar to PMMA at the C K edge,
an excited state assigned to O1 → *共O – CH3兲 is found at
535.8 eV. From experiment, a broad large peak at 540.3 eV
was assigned to O1 → *共C – OCH3兲. It is difficult to calcu-

late the excited state in this energy region by the ⌬KS
method, because the excitation energy is almost at the IP
threshold and many Rydberg-type excited states exist in this
region. We tried to calculate ten excited states, but no excited
state assignable to O1 → *共C – OCH3兲 was found; this state
may still exist at a higher energy. Ionization thresholds for
each oxygen atom are also shown in Table II.
The O K edge XA spectra of PiPAc using model molecule 4 are shown in Fig. 5. The first sharp peak at 531.9 eV
is assigned to O2 → *共C v O兲, in agreement with the assignment from experiment. The next small peak at 534.6 eV
is assigned to O1 → *共C v O兲. Similar to the case of
PMMA, we find the excited state assigned to O1
→ *共C – OCOCH3兲 at 535.3 eV, with a different character
than the previous O2 → *共C – C兲 assignment.28 The next
small peak is due to an O1 → Rydberg excitation, but no state
assignable to O1 → *共O – COCH3兲 is found from the calcu-

FIG. 4. Theoretical and experimental XA spectra of PMMA at the O K edge.
The assignments of some peaks are also shown.

FIG. 5. Theoretical and experimental XA spectra of PiPAc at the O K edge.
The assignments of some peaks are also shown.

2

*
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FIG. 6. C–O bond dynamics of
PMMA and PiPAc at the C and O K
edges from CHES MD simulation. 共a兲
PMMA by the model molecule 1. 共b兲
PiPAc by the model molecule 3.

lations. Ionization thresholds for each oxygen are also shown
in Table II.
In summary we find that our computed XA spectra correspond quite well to experiment and propose some new
peak assignments. Some hidden states assignable to the repulsive * excited state were able to be found from our calculations. In the context of excitation-induced fragmentation
reactions it should, in particular, be emphasized that the dissociative *共O – CH3兲 excited states of PMMA are found
both experimentally and theoretically.
B. Ion desorption from PMMA and PiPAc

In this section, we would like to discuss the chemical
reactions of PMMA and PiPAc following the core excitation.
In order to simulate the dynamical effect on the core-hole
state, core-hole excited state 共CHES兲 MD simulations without any constraints on the degrees of freedom were performed for the low-lying three resonant core-excited states
from each core atom to examine the dynamical process. Because the low-lying resonant core-excited state still remains a
valence type of character, it is expected that the site specificity will be enhanced more effectively by the core-excited
electron. On the other hand, for higher resonant core-excited
states, mixing with Rydberg states becomes dominant and
the effects on the subsequent dynamics will be less dependent on the specific excited orbital. The hydrogen terminated
model molecules 1 and 3 were used for simplicity. All MD
simulations were started from the equilibrium geometry at
the ground state with the nonvibrating molecule. The present
discussion will be focused on bond scissions of C–O chemical bonds in PMMA and PiPAc.
The C–O bond dynamics of PMMA for model molecule
1 is presented in Fig. 6共a兲. Owing to the character of excited
states, changes of C–O bond length are different for each
excited state even if the starting geometry is the same. For
the O – CH3 bond, there are two significant dissociative excited states at the second resonant state from C2 excitation

共C2 exc2 in the figure兲 and the first resonant state from O1
excitation 共O1 exc1兲, where the assignments of the excited
states are C2 and O1 → *共O – CH3兲. On these repulsive potential surfaces, the O – CH3 bond is elongated about 0.1 Å at
C and O K edges within the core-hole lifetime, 6.9 fs for
C共1s兲 共Ref. 52兲 and 4.1 fs for O共1s兲.30 The C–O bond elongation is accelerated at the O K edge more than at the C K
edge, indicating that it is more efficient to excite a heavier
atom in order to accelerate the bond elongation on the coreexcited state. For the C – OCH3 bond, bond elongations at the
C K dege are less effective depending on the character of the
excited states. At the O K edge, the C–O bond elongation is
accelerated for three resonant excited states from the ether
O1 atom. However, significant ion desorption of OCH+n ion
was not observed experimentally around the excitation energy we investigated by the core-hole excited state MD
simulations. It thus seems that the CH3 ion desorption is
much faster or that neutral fragmentation of OCHn may occur instead.
C–O chemical bond elongations of PiPAc for model
molecule 3 are shown in Fig. 6共b兲. We discuss O – COCH3
and C – OCOCH3 bond scissions at the O K edge. As for the
case of PMMA at the O K edge, it is expected that
O – COCH3 bond scission is accelerated at the O1 excitation
due to the similar chemical environment around the C–O
bond; this is consistent with the experiment by Fujii et al.
Furthermore, according to their experiments, the yield of
CH+3 ion was also enhanced in the same excitation energy
region, suggesting that secondary bond scission from
COCH+3 ion occurs and CO and CH+3 ions are produced. On
the other hand, a selective increase of the amount of
OCOCH+3 ion was not observed experimentally even if a
large bond elongation for the third resonant excitation from
O1 core excitation is predicted. Detection of this ion may be
achieved by high resolution experiments. We can also predict
the reactivity of PiPAc at the C K edge. In a similar way to
PMMA, O – COCH3 bond scission will not be accelerated at
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TABLE III. Bond length elongation 共in Å兲 of C–N bonds after 20 fs from CHES MD simulations of PMMA
and PiPAc. Model molecules 1 and 3 are used and the results for the three lowest core-excited states are shown.
PMMA
Core hole

Energya

⌬R共O – CH3兲

⌬R共C – OCH3兲

Energya

⌬R共O – COCH3兲

⌬R共C – OCOCH3兲

287.8
291.1
291.6
288.6
289.0
289.2
287.8
288.0
288.7
287.0
287.6
287.7
535.4
536.1
536.3
532.5
536.1
535.5

1.455
−0.007
0.096
0.385
1.091
0.011
0.050
−0.003
0.073
0.405
0.016
−0.016
0.011
0.033
0.759
0.275
0.0
0.259
0.353

1.368
0.189
0.028
−0.096
−0.089
0.159
0.264
0.255
0.082
−0.084
0.001
0.073
0.026
1.024
0.847
0.811
−0.004
−0.114
−0.013

287.0
287.7
287.8
289.2
289.4
289.5
287.2
287.8
288.0
288.0
291.4
292.0
535.1
535.6
536.2
532.4
534.7
535.4

1.359
0.158
0.020
−0.106
0.055
0.015
−0.019
0.322
0.217
0.240
0.109
0.198
0.148
1.069
0.798
0.698
−0.003
−0.131
−0.044

1.454
0.038
0.136
0.374
0.063
0.079
0.136
−0.081
0.112
0.087
−0.056
−0.108
−0.057
0.048
0.403
0.531
0.027
0.351
0.425

b

Eq.
C1
C1
C1
C2
C2
C2
C3
C3
C3
C4
C4
C4
O1
O1
O1
O2
O2
O2

PiPAc

Excitation energies 共in eV兲 at the starting point of the core-hole excited state MD simulation.
Bond distances at the equilibrium geometry.

a

b

the C K edge because the significant fast elongation of the
O – COCH3 bond cannot be observed on the core-hole excited states as far as we examined. For the C – OCOCH3
bond scission, it may be possible to observe the site-selective
bond scission in the same manner as for PMMA. Note that
fast bond elongation for a C – CH3 bond of PiPAc was not
obtained for any resonant excited states at the C and O K
edges 共not shown兲, indicating that C–C bond cleavage is not
accelerated in the core-excited state.
Bond lengths of C–O bonds from the CHES MD simulations of PMMA and PiPAc after 20 fs time propagation are
listed in Table III. Although time propagation of 20 fs is
much longer than the core-hole lifetime at the C共1s兲 and
O共1s兲 excitations, it is suitable to enhance the effect of the
bond elongation on the repulsive potential surface, i.e., the
target chemical bond will get longer and longer on the repulsive potential. We find a strongly dissociative trajectory for
the first resonant core-excited state after the C2 excitation of
PMMA, in agreement with the conclusion obtained through
the above consideration. During the MD simulations, two
potential energy surfaces intersect involving the second
strongly repulsive and the first bound state, leading to a
switch in the order of the potential surfaces. For the remaining carbon core-excited states, no strongly dissociative trajectories were found. These results correspond to the experimental results at the C K edge.
The situation for the O K edge of PMMA is more complicated. Dissociative trajectories leading to CH+3 are found
for the second and third excited states upon both O1 and O2
excitations. These results correspond to the experimental results, i.e., that the amount of methyl ion increased at about
536 eV. However, we find a dissociative trajectory leading to
OCH3 for the first excited state upon O1 excitation. Note that

the excitation energy of this state is similar to the second and
third excited states in the case of O2 excitation. For the dissociation channel, CH3 ion detection is preferred over OCH3
ion due to the neutral fragmentation for a heavier fragment.
Experimentally, at higher excitation energy 共around 540 eV兲,
the amount of OCH+ ion, which should be derived from
OCH+3 ion, was enhanced. We cannot perform a theoretical
calculation to explain this effect explicitly because the coreexcited states near the ionization thresholds cannot be obtained, but consideration of the potential energy surfaces
suggests an explanation of this observation. Since all calculated potential surfaces for the C – OCH3 bond in the O K
edge excited states are repulsive from the preliminary calculations, while those for the O – CH3 stretch, especially at
higher excitation energy, are attractive the dissociative feature of the O – CH3 bond will be weakened by increasing the
excitation energy, while that of the C – OCH3 bond can be
expected to be enhanced.
For PiPAc at the C K edge, ion desorption experiments
have not been performed in this energy range, but based on
our theoretical analysis site-specific bond scission is not expected. At the O K edge, specific bond scission around the
ether O atom is predicted also for PiPAc; however, this bond
scission is not as evident as for the case of PMMA. The
difference between PMMA and PiPAc in postexcitation reactivity is mainly due to the chemical environment around the
ether O atom or due to neutral fragmentation.
V. SUMMARY

In the present paper, site-specific chemical reactions following core excitation of PMMA and PiPAc were discussed
theoretically within the framework of DFT. The experimental
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XA spectra of PMMA and PiPAc were able to be reproduced
at the C and O K edges and some new peak assignments for
these spectra were proposed. In order to examine the dynamical effect on the core-excited state and to understand the
observed site-specific bond scission in PMMA and PiPAc,
the CHES MD simulations were performed. We found that
the amount of the fragment ion is closely related to the character of the potential surface, i.e., the target bond length will
be elongated or the yield of the fragment ion will be increased if the core-excited potential surface is repulsive. The
features of the potential energy surface for the core-excited
state depend strongly on the character of the chemical bond.
Most of the potential energy surfaces corresponding to C–C
single bonds are attractive, while at least one of the potential
energy surfaces for the C–O bond is repulsive, leading to an
accelerated C–O bond scission on this repulsive potential
surface. Therefore, the existence of the repulsive potential is
expected to contribute to the site-specific chemical reaction
following core excitation.
From another point of view, it may be interesting to
study the effect of the electronic charge transfer rate on both
the core-hole and the Auger final states. Another important
effect contributing to the chemical reaction following the
core excitation is the bond breaking after the Auger decay,
which has been discussed in a previous paper.7 In order to
understand the generalities of the reactivity following the
core excitation, not only the additional systematic theoretical
calculations but also the experimental studies will be needed.
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